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Most of us take for granted the money in our bank accounts. It's there

when we need to pay bills or buy groceries.

But almost 8 million Americans don't have checking accounts, and they face

an arduous, expensive process to get their paper checks turned into cash.

Consider a family of three whose breadwinner brings home $20,000 a year. At

most New York check cashers, she is paying $400 a year to access her

money. That could be half a rent check, electricity bills for a quarter or two

months of groceries, according to the Consumer Expenditure Survey.

Nearly three out of 10 New Yorkers use check cashers, who provide a very

short-term loan secured against an endorsed check. This provides one to four

days faster access than depositing the check in a traditional account, but

comes at a price: customers in New York pay up to 2 percent of their check's

face value to convert it into cash.

This may not sound like

much, but for habitual

users, the fees add up. A 2

percent fee for a two-day
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economist at the University of

Minnesota's Carlson School of

Management and a director of Spring

Bank.

"loan" implies a 3,992

percent annual percentage

rate, 10 times more than a

payday loan and more than

200 times higher than most

credit cards. Each year,

customers nationwide

spend almost $2 billion to cash more than $50 billion in checks.

We worked with Spring Bank, a community bank headquartered in the South

Bronx, to understand why customers use high-fee check cashing instead of

low-cost alternatives like checking accounts. Spring Bank offers low-cost

checking accounts and charges well below competitors' prices to cash

checks. This gave us a window to see how customers responded. The results

were surprising and sobering.

The typical Spring Bank customer depositing a paper check on a Friday faced

a three-day hold over the weekend to access her funds.

For someone with bills to pay or hungry kids to feed, that wait is hard to

endure — a customer in this predicament was 30 percent more likely to cash

her check than someone facing a one-day hold during the week.

On average, Spring Bank customers were willing to pay the equivalent of a 274

percent APR to forgo making a "free" deposit in return for getting their cash

faster through check cashing.

The so-called "unbanked" who didn't have a checking account at Spring Bank

were very sensitive to check-cashing prices and less concerned about how far

they had to travel to cash their checks.

Regulations can help protect this financially marginalized population. New

York state limits check cashers to a maximum fee of just over 2 percent of a

check's face value, and also prevents new stores from locating within three-

10ths of a mile of an existing check casher. Our findings suggest that lowering
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the rate cap while giving outlets a larger protected territory could make both

customers and check cashers better off.

Consumer advocates and institutions like the U.S. Federal Reserve, the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. and the City of New York have also been

encouraging more people to open mainstream bank accounts. But these

efforts will be mostly ineffective until rules change to make deposited funds

available more quickly.

It's feasible — automated check processing makes three-day holding periods

antiquated and new instant verification technologies offer improved ways to

manage the risks of accepting bad checks. The Federal Reserve is working to

improve and accelerate our bank payments systems.

To get a sense of how big an issue this is, we estimate that if banks had to

clear a check within one day, consumers would save $11.7 million in check-

cashing fees nationwide each year.

Consumers would be willing to pay for this acceleration, since they place a

large premium on getting faster access to their money.

With bills to pay and groceries to buy, the few extra days that banks hold onto

their hard-earned money can make all the difference.
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